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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Ralph Crowther
Many of
you may
have heard
that I tore
my Achilles
tendon the
day after
the toy work party. No surgery,
just four to six weeks of staying
off my right leg. This has really
placed a roadblock into my
time in the shop as it is difficult
enough just to move around but
a whole other issue to try and lift
or move anything. I did manage
to turn a cowboy hat for the
monthly challenge by standing
on one leg at the lathe. If any
of you watched Eric Loftstrom’s
demonstration, you can imagine
I broke all of his rules about
proper stance and movement
to minimize muscle fatigue and
optimize cut quality. I also
concluded that I shouldn’t stand
at the lathe until healed. I had
my family move a backup midilathe to my work bench that will
allow me do some small work
while sitting down. I’m using
this opportunity to crank out
some pens for the pen program.
Where there is a will, there is a
way.
As I write this article many
things are starting to return

to normal with restrictions
slowly lifting. We’ve had two
toy workshops with increasing
attendance. The OC Fair will
have a woodworking display with
reduced numbers and categories.
We won’t have our booth or the
ability to be there as demonstrators
and docents nor will there be an
awards ceremony but it is a start
and next year should bring us back
to enjoying the full experience.
The city of Tustin has informed us
that we can start to meet again in
person. The board is checking to
see if this would mean as early as
August (which we normally don’t
meet due to city maintenance of the
senior center) or September. That
means we will be able to have our
Auction in October and a Christmas
party in December. Look for
more information coming soon. I
certainly want to thank all those who
have been flexible in working with
us during the pandemic. I believe
we have made the best of a bad
situation!
As you begin seeing family and
friends again, start to dine in a
restaurant, attend a sporting event or
pursue other interests that were on
hold, don’t forget to get out to the
shop and make something.

UPCOMING MEETINGS

Carl Stammerjohn
Sketchup
Thursday, July 1
7:00 p.m. - Zoom

Art Liestman
Thursday, July 15
6:30 p.m. - Zoom

Toy Work Party
Saturday, July 3
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WOODWORKERS’ SAWDUST
By Jerry Knight, Vice President and Program Director
June 2021 Meeting
Jeff Bennett
Shop Tour
On Thursday, June 3, 2021
club member Jeff Bennett
led us through a tour of his
woodshop. Jeff has run his
own woodworking business
for more than 20 years and
has been a professional woodworker for even longer.

A video of Jeff’s presentation is available on the club’s
website.
Jeff started his woodworking career working for a
homebuilder. But when the extreme interest rates
in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s choked off the
homebuilding market, he took a job helping to
commission the San Onofre
Nuclear Power Reactors. From
San Onofre, Jeff moved on to
wood flooring installations.
But when he “became tired
of working on his knees”, Jeff
and a partner started a company that made custom
furniture and work bench kits. Jeff was very proud to
say that the famous furniture maker, Sam Maloof, used
one of Jeff’s workbenches and there was a picture of the
bench in Maloof ’s first book.
Jeff’s business eventually specialized in making
custom stair treads, stair risers and flooring for highend homes. He only sells through custom builders
who handle most of the end-user interface and
management. That allows Jeff to focus his efforts on
woodworking.
After many years in business, Jeff has started winding
down toward retirement. He plans to continue
woodworking and will emphasize working with hand

tools. He already has an amazing selection of planes,
handsaws, rasps and other hand tools and is building
his collection. He is in the process of making highfunctioning storage units for these tools because “he likes
to keep a neat shop” and store
everything “so that it has easy
access”.

Jeff has started to make artistically inspired bottle
stoppers and kitchen utensils and has opened an Etsy
shop to display and sell them. He likes to emphasize
shapes emphasizing the “hard line” design taught to him
by Sam Maloof.
Jeff next led us on a tour of the machines and wood
stashes around his shop. As one would expect for a
professional shop, there are plenty of large, industrialstrength machines. His planers and jointers all use helicalhead cutters to achieve great results independent of grain
direction and wild-burl grain. He spent some time talking
about his 7 ½ horsepower Agazzani bandsaw, which was
purchased by tacking on the cost to a bid to one of his
customer-jobs that required such a beast.
Also on display were a very large collection of Festool
equipment and a big rack with more than 200 cabinet
and F-style clamps. Jeff explained how he regularly uses
all of these clamps for large, curved glue-ups in floors and
stair landings. (Again proving the old adage: “You can’t
have too many clamps”)
The shop is also supplied with an impressive assortment
of rare-wood boards and turning/carving blanks. Many of
these pieces were purchased from Sam Maloof ’s estate.
Along the tour, Jeff showed a large assortment of special
jigs and setups that he has used over the years in his
business. I encourage you to watch the tour video to see
these marvelous devices and to hear Jeff explain how
he uses them. I was truly amazed at his ingenuity and
inventiveness.
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WOODTURNERS’ SHAVINGS
By Chuck Phillips
Tonight we are joined by
Eric Lofstrom, talking
about a lovely small bowl,
perfectly sized for rice.
His personal aesthetic is
heavily influenced by his
family hosting an exchange
student from Japan. They
opened him up to an
appreciation of simplicity and natural shapes. The slides
of his work that he shared show this influence and an
artistic approach to woodturning.
A good way to figure out the sort of shape that is both
pleasant and practical is to go find a bunch of bowls and
study them. One of Eric’s favorite places to do this is in a
pottery shop that has a lot of kitchenware. He showed a
variety of rice bowls, both ceramic and wooden.
There are a couple of ways to orient the bowl within your
turning blank. Placing the pith side towards the rim will
maximize the size of bowl you can produce, but there are
a couple of downsides. The grain patterns at the bottom
of the interior will have a distinctive “X” shape that some
find less pleasing. If you tend to turn very thin the area
near the pith will be quite weak, perhaps enough so that
simply picking up the bowl by the rim will blow it out.
Orienting the bowl the other way, with the pith nearest
the base, leaves a circular/oval grain pattern in the
bottom, and the end grain on the rim tends to be a bit
stronger. This is also the orientation you’ll want for a
natural-edged bowl.
For the initial roughing, if you have a fairly level face and
a smaller blank you can simply pin it against the face of
your chuck by pressing in with a rotating center in the

tailstock. If you do this, be sure your center has a sturdy
point that can resist any lateral force from an out of
balance blank. A more secure way is to rough it between
centers. To facilitate this, there are safety centers that are
designed to be gripped in your chuck. That way you don’t
have to remove the chuck with every bowl you start.
Eric has a background in sports physiology, and this
helps him understand the effect of body positioning and
movement. He gave a great demonstration of how the
motion starts in the hips, pivoting with the knees. This
lets him move side to side while keeping his shoulders at
the same level.
For the initial rounding, he works parallel to the axis
of the lathe, moving from the tailstock towards the
headstock. The majority of cutting is done by the wings
of the gouge, and he uses the previously cut cylinder
as a guide, rubbing the bevel near the tip. The cut for
roughing the shape is similar, using a series of small
scoops.
For refining the shape, Eric moves to a higher angle
presentation, dropping the handle of his gouge to his hip
and cutting with the wing, with the bevel rubbing in a
manner strongly reminiscent of a skew chisel. This also
gives a surface that needs little to no sanding. For a final
touch he will use a fresh hook on a negative-rake scraper.
Hollowing the interior is done in a fairly standard
manner, with a series of scoops moving from the center
outwards.
The most impressive thing about Eric is his phenomenal
tool control. His understanding of biomechanics lets him
make delicate pieces with a surface that needs little to no
sanding. Your challenge, should you choose to accept it,
is to make a rice bowl. Bonus points for a matching set of
chopsticks.
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MESSAGES
Here’s a way to send a birthday wish, congratulations, or a condolence to someone in the club. Just send an email
(ssmolinsky@comline.com), put “Messages” in the subject line, and I’ll put the message in the next issue. The
deadline is the Monday after the Turners meeting. Some examples are below.
From

To

Message

Sandra Smolinsky

Roy Reaser

Get well wishes.

Sandra Smolinsky

Ralph Crowther

Hope you’re back on both feet soon.

Sandra Smolinsky

James Santhon

Happy Birthday.

BADGES
BY ANDY GOLDMAN

When OCWA made their first series of name badges
decades ago, we found a local person to make them
for us using Laser Engraving. Within a year or so, he
moved out of state and we began using the branding
iron method to make the badges. Recently I learned
that one of our members had a quality Laser Engraver
and I approached him about making the OCWA name
badges. I checked with Len Musgrave ( the badge
maker for decades) and Jeff Rogers ( he had artwork
to make the toy certificates etc) to see what they had
available. Along with what I could find I passed this

along to David Wade to see if any of it would work. It
did not work to David’s satisfaction, so he spent close
to a month coming up with what he felt was quality
artwork. The sample badges he has made are far superior
to any that I have seen, not only in our club, but others
also.
David at his own expense sought out a suitable wood
and came upon 3 mil Baltic Birch plywood that works
very well so he purchased a 5 X 5 sheet so there would
be enough material to makes a large number of badges.
If you would like David to make a new badge for you,
get in touch with him using his information in the
Members Directory in the OCWA members area on the
web site. Please be patient as he has a lot of other work
to do so it might take a bit of time to make the badges.
Thank you David.

TOYMAKERS
PHOTOS BY RALPH CROWTHER AND LEN MUSGRAVE
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TOY STORY
By Ken Crandall, Chair Toy Program
June brought a beautiful Spring day for a work party.
Several of the faithful that
we haven’t seen in a year
emerged from the woodwork
and I hope will return to
regular attendance. Our
headcount was 35 which
included Mike Kamper’s
guest, Elliott Mercer, and
Kathy Koukl’s neighbor,
Anjoli Hillar, who has
become a pleasant youthful
addition to our group.
Completed donations were several with Doug Turner
and Ross Gilroy each bringing 70 baby rattles and Len
Musgrave and Joe Fiori both providing a dozen dinosaur
pull toys. Little wooden people that had been expertly
painted by Vicki Morris were bagged and attached to 48

buses. 42 doll cradles were assembled and mated with
dolls. Rex Bullock brought 35 of his beautifully finished
cars. Keepsake boxes were assembled, many with
military logos etched on their lids by Al Whitcomb.
With such a large robust group, our projects were
finished early. It will be my task to see that we have
plenty to do next month. Many animal assembly
projects are in the pipeline. If you have projects that you
plan to bring, give me a heads up so I can be prepared.
Since we finished early we were all able to enjoy the fresh
fruit and muffin refreshments provided by Bill Rogers’
son and daughter, Jeff and Jennifer, in celebration of
Bill and Ed Smet’s birthdays. Bill turned 85 and Ed 90.
Happy Birthday guys.
We will meet again on Saturday, July 3rd at 9:00. I
know it is the July 4th weekend, but since we finish
before noon, I trust that it will be no inconvenience.

FEATURED MEMBER- KEN CRANDALL
Here’s my life in a nutshell: mom, dad, son, daughter,
dog, cat, yadda, yadda, yadda. My father did all of his
home repairs and modeled for me that a man should
know how to do things and work with tools. My
education was mundane and I feel that the two most
useful classes I took were typing and woodshop in
Junior High School. Typing because it allowed me to
make my beer money in college by typing papers for
the tactiley challenged in my fraternity, and woodshop
because it introduced me to power tools. I still have
the bowl I turned in the 8th grade. It is and will
remain the only bowl I will have turned.
I left the army in 1978 with a passel of Japanese stereo
gear that had become popular at the time. I swapped
some speakers for a Craftsman 10” radial arm saw. I
added a few attachments to the saw, got a router and
dovetail jig and was off to the races. I made bedroom
furniture for my children, sewing furniture for my wife
and a stereo cabinet for my sound system. I was quite
proud of my products at the time but would find them
to be quite amateurish now.
My next hobby was restoring Volkswagen Beetles for
which I built the shop I now occupy. After ten years,
I tired of sanding the same round fenders and hoods.

I had taken several automotive night classes at Cypress
Community College and looked into woodworking
programs. I discovered the program at Cerritos College
that many of our members have attended. I took the
basic course, cabinet making, table class and hand tools.
I learned that with good tools, I could do this wood stuff.
So I purchased woodworking tools for my shop.
About this time I read an article in the Orange
County Register about Bill Rogers and the Toy Program.
I joined OCWA and began attending the monthly work
parties at Bill’s home. Having recently lost my wife,
this filled a void. After almost 30 years at the helm,
Bill was tiring and wanted to step down. I assumed the
Chairmanship role 2 years ago and it has been a godsend.
I look forward to the work parties and playing with my
new friends.
I decry the removal of the shop classes from our
schools in the name of higher education. Many kids
can’t do higher education and are being cheated by the
removal of the hands-on curriculum. I am grateful to
Mr. Furu for teaching me how to work a table saw and I
cherish my bowl.
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SUPPORT OUR TROOPS PEN PROGRAM
By John Sobota, Chair, Support Our Troops Pen Program
Hello Turners and Pen Makers;
This June we had another good month for our
“Support Our Troops Pen Program”. We had another
235 pens returned to us for distribution to various
military organizations, including both active duty
members and veterans of all branches of the U.S
Armed Forces. This brings our total number of pens
we have collected for distribution to 1,105.

We still have a few more months to make additional pens
for distribution during our busier months of November
& December.

To date, this calendar year, we have distributed 390
pens.

Thanks again for your support of our program,

I would like to thank those who have participated in
our program this year. Including several members
who have made pens for the first time for our program
I’d also like to thank those who have donated wood,
pre-cut to pen blank size. It is all much appreciated.
Thank You.

To Eric J. Thorson:

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
questions regarding our program or need pen component
kits or wood blanks to make pens for our program.

My name is John Ellingson. I’m a retired lawyer and
one of the manythousands of Army vets that served in
Viet Nam. Over the Memorial Day weekend, I visited
the Field of Honor at Castaways Park.While looking over
the display set up by the Exchange Club, a volunteer
noticed my veteran’s baseball cap. She thanked me for
my service, and handed me a hardwood pen that you
made and the note from the OC Woodworkers Assn.
Thank you, Eric, for your effort in crafting this fine
writing piece. Like most people I have a desk full of
miscellaneous pens from here and there. I also have a few
pens that have special meaning. One of yours is now
among them.
Best of luck in all that comes your way,
John Ellingson, J.D.

TOYMAKERS
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BEADS OF COURAGE
beadsofcourage.org
BOWLS OR BOXES: TO DONATE, PLEASE CONTACT PEPE ULLOA OR JERRY NININGER.
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BEADS OF COURAGE
OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Ross Gilroy
Beads of Courage / Challenge

Pepe Ulloa
Beads of Courage

Ross Gilroy
Beads of Courage

Ross Gilroy
Beads of Courage

Ross Gilroy

Pepe Ulloa
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“CLUB ROOTS” (15+ YEARS)
Adams, David
Andrews, Frank
Aut, Warren
Bruins, William
Chambers, Craig
Crowther, Ralph
Daniels, James
Davis, Carson
Durthaler, Cheri
Eid, Antoine
Fitzpatrick, Art
Gamboa, Gilbert
Gilroy, Ross
Gough, Chris
Hardy, Harold
Haskell, Bill
Hoff, Robin J.
Horstman, Earl
Kamper, Mike
Kaufholtz, Lee
Lewellyn, Bruce

Missbrenner, Alfred
Musgrave, Len
Neesley, Michael
Nininger, Jerry
Oetomo, Ingko
Overholt, ElJay
Phillips, Chuck
Plummer, George
Rogers, Bill
Rogers, Les
Santhon, James
Schott, Carol
Smet, Edward
Steichen, Charles
Stone, Jim
Taylor, Mike
Thorson, Eric
Wade, David
Whitcomb, Al
Williams, Harry
Wilmott, Fred
Wright, Doug

LIFETIME MEMBERS
James Santhon
Jeff Bennett
Craig Chambers
Carson Davis
Andy Goldman
Len Musgrave
Michael Neesley
Ingko Oetomo
George Plummer

WOODWORKER OF THE YEAR
2020		

Ken Crandall

2019		

Ken Cowell

2018		

Bill Rogers

2017		

John Marshall

2016		

Len Musgrave

2015 		

Ken Cowell

2014 		

Larry Marley

2013 		

Ralph Crowther

2012 		

Ed Smet

2011		

Len Musgrave

Person of the Year
2010		

Al Whitcomb

2009		

Ed Straub

PAST PRESIDENTS
2013 - 2020

James Santhon

2012		

Vic Cohn

2010 - 2011

Craig Chambers

2006 - 2009

James Santhon

2005 		

Doug Nowlin

2001 - 2004

James Santhon

1999 - 2000

Carson Davis

1997 - 1998

Sam Migliazzo

1995 - 1996

Mike Neesly

1993 - 1994

Larry Baum

1991 - 1992

Len Musgrave

1988 - 1990

Al Griffin

1987		

Andy Goldman

1986		

Greg Martin

1985		

Dough Christie

1984		

Bob Pederson
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OCWA is now registered with AmazonSmile which allows OCWA
eligible to receive a .5% donation from all eligible purchases
through the AmazonSmiles.com. If you'd like to participate, simply
go onto Amazon.com, search and click on AmazonSmile, and once
on the AmazonSmile's site select Orange County Woodworkers from the list of charities. There is no need to
change settings – all your account info/settings remain the same. You'll have access to the same products as
found on Amazon.com. Thank you for participating.
For more information please contact Ralph Crowther.

FRIENDS OF OCWA
PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS!
Austin Hardwoods & Hardware – (714) 953-4000 • www.austinhardwoodsonline.com
Exotic Woods USA – (631) 651-8651 • www.ExoticWoodsUSA.com
Industrial Blade & Products Co. • www.IndustrialBlade.net
Laguna Tools – (800) 234-1976 • www.LagunaTools.com
OC Lumber – (714) 556-1774 • www.oclumber.com/
Reel Lumber Service – (714) 632-1988 • www.ReelLumber.com
Rockler Woodworking & Hardware – (714) 282-1157 • www.rockler.com/retail/stores/ca/orange-store
Woodcraft Supply – (714) 963-9663 [(714) 963-WOOD] • www.Woodcraft.com

Sawdust & Shavings
is the newsletter of The Orange County Woodworkers
Association.
It is published monthly, the Thursday before the
Woodworkers Meeting.

A BIG WELCOME
TO OUR NEW MEMBERS:

MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 1038
Fullerton CA 92836-8038

Lawrence Wilson, Santa Ana
Tony Fahd, San Clemente

Do you have an idea for an article, shop tip, or tool
review? Please send
articles to: newsletter@ocwoodworkers.org
Deadline for submissions is the Monday after the
Woodturners meeting.

Kevin Stafford, Orange

SHOW AND TELL WINNERS!
Larry Marley and Chuck Phillips
You can’t win if you don’t submit something!
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